October 2, 2018

Public Works Committee/Common Council

RE: Request Authorization to Seek Proposals for environmental services for Household Hazardous Waste event, CIP # 51206

Solid Waste Division proposes to host a Household Hazardous Waste Event in May of 2019. This event will be free for the public. Household hazardous waste events provide a safe and convenient way to dispose of hazardous chemicals that residents have accumulated. The event will be for residents of the regional landfill. It is anticipated that the selection process for providing this environmental service in 2019 will also contain provisions allowing the City to contract up to two more events contingent on the City having secured funding.

The Solid Waste Division is proposing to hire an experienced environmental services company which is permitted and trained in hazardous waste disposal and conducting household hazardous waste events.

The project will be funded equally from Solid Waste Collection (7101), Solid Waste Disposal (7102), and Solid Waste MRF (7103). The 2019 Household Hazardous Waste Event is budgeted for $90,000, $30,000 from each cost center.

Beth-Anne Ferley
Sustainability Coordinator
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Cassie Furchner, Compliance Specialist